Thus, a system or structure considered as an adequate membrane-mimicking material should ideally possess not less than a full number of the physico-chemical properties (or at least their phenomenological analogs) providing the performance of the above mentioned functions of the natural biological membranes. Otherwise, there is no reason to compare the functions of the model and natural membranes, since the physicochemical systems capable of performing several function of the biomembranes (e.g. only ion exchange, energy storage or mechanical functions) are widespread both in nature and industry, but their consideration either as the reference or as the absolute membrane models leads to the reduction of the fundamentally important variables and introduction of the a priori normalizations/ assumptions required for simplification and the inevitable error minimization, and decrease the heuristic value of the modeling itself.
As follows from the modeling theory, the criteria of the lover level model incompleteness are its impossibility to perform the functions of the higher level structures and the necessity to introduce additional components in order to compensate the lack of a certain function at the lower level [3] [4] [5] . This follows from the fact that for an adequate both structural and functional model should exist a one-to-one mapping mapping between the functional units of the original and the elementary units of the model. In the case of the artificial membrane models (membrane mimetic materials) the criterion of their insufficiency as the basic units of the higher level models is evident -it is the impossibility of most of them to perform a full number of the above mentioned functions characteristic for the biological cell membranes.
THE AMBIGUITY OF THE MEMBRANE MODEL DEFINITIONS: SEMI-SYNTHETIC, SYNTHETIC AND BIOGENIC MODEL MEMBRANES
This can be illustrated by multiple examples. Despite the active introduction of the membrane technologies into the "artificial cell" fabrication since the early 1960-th [6, 7] , a complex number of the biomembrane functions has never been reproduced, because of using simplified membrane mimetic materials (including synthetic ones, such as nylon), with the properties rather far from those of the biological membranes and their structural intercalates. As a consequence, a widely accepted idea оf the independence of the cell model properties from the properties of the membrane mimetic material used lead to the absence of an adequate complex cell model based on the membrane mimetic material without a full amount of the biomembrane functions. This is not surprising, since a hypothetic artificial cell wit such a membrane could not be able to perform all the necessary functions, including the metabolism, and the most adequate cell models are based on the bioorganic components, which can be considered as a kind of reduction rather than a cell modeling. Classical membrane mimetic materials in this case include a phospholipid bilayer [8, 9] , which is also a component of the biomembranes [10] ; myelin -a component of the nerve fiber membrane containing a special proteinmyelin basic protein (MBP), also represents a membrane mimetic material applied either as an emulsion or in a micellar form [11, 12] . However, it is evident that all the above substances are in fact the components of natural membranes, and hence, can not be considered as the true membrane mimetic GRADOV OLEG V. NANOSYSTEMS materials. Even in the case of the membrane function modeling using the physicochemical properties of the materials (e.g. polyelectrolyes), the main components include standard lipids available in the natural cells [13] . The main differences between the artificial and natural membranes preventing the membrane mimetic systems with an insufficient descriptor set from reproducing all the functions of the membrane compartments are listed in the review paper [14] , so they can be omitted here.
In other words, there is a problem of reinterpretation of a "minimal cell" not as a cell with a minimal genome [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and a corresponding nucleotide metabolism [22] [23] [24] , but as a supramolecular structure built up with membranes with the properties which as a whole are necessary and sufficient for the operation of the functionally-minimal cell or its model. To date there are several papers considering the above problem, but the solutions proposed there imply conventional phospholipids already adapted to perform the functions simulated instead of the artificial membrane mimetic materials. Some authors [25, 26] use the well-known lipids in design of the minimal / artificial cell. Many papers emphasize the presence of the biogenic substances in the minimal cell, or even a «semi-synthetic» character of the artificial cell models proposed [27, 28] (synthetic aspect is just within the scope of biomimetics [29, 30] ). Obviously, the model as an object of investigation in this case does not exactly correspond to the model as a subject of the studies, while the subject partly overlaps with another object under investigation. Thus, if a cell model or an artificial cell contains a fragment of the natural cell membrane, it can not be considered as an adequate synthetic cell model dye to its non-synthetic nature and biological origin.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEMBRANE MIMETICS AND MEMBRANE BIOMIMETICS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS IN THE SUBJECTIVE MODELS
In this connection there is a problem to distinguish between the membrane-mimetics and membrane biomimetics: a system can be a monoparametric physical membrane mimetic system, but not a membrane biomimetic system as a whole. The converse is not true. Thus, it is necessary to consider the basic principles of membrane-mimetics and determine their application limits to the biomembrane modeling. From the pioneering papers by Fendler [31, 32] who laid the foundation for "membrane mimetic chemistry" it is known that some atomic or molecular clusters and films (including nanoscale ones) are capable to mimic membrane functions. Membrane mimetic properties are not a unique feature of the "soft matter", but also can be found among the solid state carriers, including the immobilized ones [33] . According to the theoretical predictions and experimental data of electrochemistry and solid state physics, membrane mimetic properties can be manifested in both conductor and semiconductor films, including those with the magnetic properties [34] [35] [36] [37] . The contradictory properties of different membrane mimetic materials indicate the arbitrary nature of the "similarity criteria" chosen, while the difference between the structural levels of similarity up to the membrane mimetic objects which differ even in their dimension from the biomembranes, such as gradient multilayer nanofilms made up with the quantum dots, low-dimensional superconductors, atomic monolayers or a two-dimensional electron gas, makes it impossible to define the membrane mimetic NANOSYSTEMS CAN GRAPHENE BILAYERS BE THE MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS? materials according to their basic physical processes and requires a transition to a higher level of abstraction, i.e. a formal mathematical consideration. Otherwise, a membrane could not be considered as an object of modeling and will become an object and subject of structural-functional speculations.
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE SOLID STATE PHYSICS AND THE EARLY MISCONCEPTIONS OF THE MEMBRANE THEORY
It is noteworthy that the contradictory approaches in membrane mimetic chemistry are similar to those in membrane biophysics and membrane biomimetics, which appeared at an early stage of their development in 1960-th -1980-th. Thus, the uncertainty in the membrane-mimetic criteria is expected to disappear in the next years. In 1960-1980-th there were popular concepts about the semiconductor and "pseudo-solid-state" nature of the biomembrane functioning. It was believed that the neuron membranes possess semiconductivity [38] and the properties of an ionic psn-transition [39] , as well as the properties of a semiconductor rectifier based on biomolecular lipid layers [40] (similar to the semiconductor pn-membranes [41] ). There were also some papers considering a zone melting (or band recrystallization) as a model of an active transmembrane transport [42] . Semiconductor properties were also found in photoactive lipid membranes [43] and respiratory membrane proteins (terminal oxidase of an aerobic respiratory electron transport chain which catalyses the electron transfer to the oxygen molecular acceptor) [44] . At the same time there was an active development of the ideas inspired by the solid state physics (despite the fact that biomembranes belong to the soft matter [45] ), which argued for the solid state character of a number of the fundamental biological processes. In particular, a pseudosolid-state mechanism of the electron and ion transmembrane transport was proposed [46] (a so-called supramolecular solid state biology), but it was mostly speculative at that period due to the lack of the clear concepts describing the processes in polymeric solid state materials and supramolecular condensed associates, which appeared much later [47] , especially for the charged membrane surfaces [48] . By that time there was a lack of data on the chiral solid state structures [49] [55] , in general consistent with its conventional soft matter prototype). In early 1960-the there were also papers comparing a solid state energy transfer with the membrane activity during the photosynthesis processes [56] . This approach was intensively developed in the "era of the solid state and semiconductor physics" (until the 1990-th) before the period when the progress in molecular biology and the emergence of nanoscience allowed to understand the mechanism of electron transfer in biological systems in details. At the end of the 1980-th the words "solid state" in description of the operation mechanism of the electron transfer system elements (such as peroxidases -promoters in the soluble NANOSYSTEMS GRADOV OLEG V. metalloprotein electrochemistry [57]) were used with the quotation marks (unlike the promoters for bacteria cultivation on solid media which do not require quotation marks [58, 59] ). Therefore it can be assumed that the choice of the biomimetic material for the biomembrane modeling and the choice of the corresponding membrane models at that period were in accordance with the "scientific fashion" similar to the rapid shift of the synthetic membrane design towards the nanomaterial science as a result of the development of nanotechnology [60].
SUPERCONDUCTING MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS AND MEMBRANE MODELS
A similar example considers another membrane mimetic material from the Fendler list which also appeared in 1970-1980-th as a result of the scientific fashion -a film superconductor [36] . Although biomembrane structures do not possess superconductivity, there was a number of papers which attributed a sensitivity of some biological structures to the external fields and stimuli (magnetic field [61]; microwave radiation [62]; any affecters with the response described well with the Weber-Fechner law [63]) to superconductivity. In response to the reasonable questions about the reliance of such interpretation under physiological temperatures far from the cryogenic ones (which was in fact the introduction of the redundant entities into the description of the simple phenomena, well described within the existing concepts), the authors usually referred to the superconductivity observed in some organic / bioorganic systems at room temperature [64] [65] [66] , which used to be rather popular in the early 1980-th when the papers in this area were published in the leading scientific journals [67] [68] [69] , but nevertheless, the data presented required a careful separation of the facts from the artifacts, fantasy and misinterpretations [70] . This modern trend is in line with the similar periodically emerging concepts which lack strong physical basis, such as pseudo-scientific claims on the role of superconductivity in development of cancer [71] or in human health as a whole [72] . It is evident that membrane mimetic chemistry based on such incorrect principles will never be able to mimic a complex of biomembrane functions. Thus, both biophysical and membrane mimetic value of such approaches considering the similarity between the biomembranes and superconductive materials is rather doubtful, and it is inexpedient to discuss them here.
FERROELECTRIC MEMBRANE MODELS AND MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS
Another type of membrane mimetic materials -ferroelectric films, is more suitable for complex membrane mimetic modeling due to the presence of ferroelectric properties in bioorganic structures [73] [74] [75] [76] and especially of the membrane surfaces. In the early 1990-th a simple and electrophysiologicallyrelevant model of the membrane excitation was proposed based on the analogy between the lipid membranes and diffuse ferroelectric bilayers performing the function of a "capacitor" similar to the bilayer membranes according to the early electrobiological concepts [77] . At the same time it was proposed to attribute the dielectric anomalies of the model biomembranes (such as a squid axon) to the temperature effects obeying the Curie-Weiss law which usually describes magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic materials in the paramagnetic zone above the Curie point (except the cases when the mean-field approximation is inapplicable) [78] . It is noteworthy that cytological and electrophysiological data confirm the membrane NANOSYSTEMS CAN GRAPHENE BILAYERS BE THE MEMBRANE MIMETIC MATERIALS? excitation interpretation as a response of the diffuse bilayers (like the Gouy layer) in many cases, including the ferroelectric bilayers [79] . For the models with a simple physico-chemical modeling of the prototype functions the chemical composition of the substrate does not matter, in contrast to the phase, rheological and other parameters. Therefore ferroelectric phenomena, similar to those applied in the lipid membrane models, also work in natural peptide nanotubes [80, 81] with an active surface. At a higher level of abstraction which follows from the above considerations, similar ferroelectric phenomena are typical for the polymer-based Langmuir-Blogett films [82] , while the latter are known to mimic synaptosomal membrane structures [83] and biomembranes [84] with electrochemical activity [85] and membrane affinity [86] , which is interpreted either as the membrane adhesion measured using a tensiometer, or as a conjugative ability studied by means of coordination or supramolecular chemistry, or even as the immunochemical affinity characterized by immunofluorescent and immunoelectrophoretic methods. Thus, ferroelectric structures possess a number of functional characteristics providing their applicability in the active membrane modeling (an incorrect term "segnetoelectric" frequently used in Russian language periodicals is synonymous to the term "ferroelectric" [87, 88] ).
Functional similarity should be based on the strong structural or physico-chemical reason to be considered. Ion channels in biological cell membranes are responsible for the energy and mass transfer (active transport) and the electric signal transduction. Therefore, an adequate cell or biomembrane model should contain either membrane ion channels, which is impossible due to the difference in the operation conditions and artificial nature of the model, or their functional equivalent.
In the case of the synthetic ferroelectric membranes only a functional analogy can be realized without the substrate modeling, since the chemistry of the ion channel operation can not operate in the rheological conditions typical for the ferroelectric films.
Even a more sophisticated approach to the membrane function modeling does not require introduction of the special ion channels into the model membrane: in an ideal case the modeling medium itself should possess the properties sufficient for the ion channel function simulation. In 1987 there were two papers published in the same issue of the «Journal of Theoretical Biology», one of which postulated the existence of the special ferroelectric zones in a biomembrane channelome [89] , while the second one states that the ion currents and the corresponding phase transitions in the cortical zone or cell membrane can be successfully described by the model ferroelectric channel units [90] . In 1992 Bystrov proposed a novel ferroelectric phason model of the membrane sodium ion channels [91] based on his early works on ferroelectrics with semiconductor properties where the ferroelectric response is realized via fluctuon and phason mechanisms [92] . This approach is in consistence with the above cited semiconductor membrane models. The signal transduction mechanism based on quasiparticles is characterized by a higher level of physical abstraction then the models using certain ion types which adequately mimic the biological prototype only at the specific biochemical / bioorganic medium. Later Bystrov moved from the sodium channel simulation [93] to the analysis of the ion channels [94] as the responsive structures with the gating phenomenon [95] . In the early papers [89, 90] Leuchtag connected model concepts about bioferroelectric phenomena and the functions of the electrically-controlled voltagedependent ion channels [96] . The striction NANOSYSTEMS GRADOV OLEG V. effects observed were found to correlate well with the conformational and steric changes and the induced phase transitions in the ion channel structure and the surrounding membrane in the voltage-dependent ion channels [97, 98] . The only disadvantage of the model was the need to use the analogy with the superionic conductivity and the ferroelectric transition to the superionic state (the so-called superionic transition) in some relevant cases [97, 99] , which caused objections from the specialists who worked with membranes beyond this transitional range. However, superionic phase transition is known in many cases to be a ferroelastic one and is characterized by a high probability of spontaneous deformation [100, 101] , which allows its participation in ultrastructural morphogenesis in the presence of this effect in subcellular membranous structures. Speaking about the current trend considering mechanotransduction as a factor of development and morphogenesis [102] , it is necessary to mention the concepts considering ferrofluids in morphogenesis modeling (for example, see «Morphogenesis: Origins of Patterns and Shapes», part II, «Ferrofluids: a model system of self-organized equilibrium» [103] ). It is also noteworthy that a ferrofluid can be not ferromagnetic, but ferroelectric [104] [105] [106] [107] , while conventional ferrofluids or so-called ferromagnetic fluids, which do not retain residual magnetization in the absence of the external field in fact are not ferromagnetic, but rather paramagnetic or even superparamagnetic [108, 109] . They can even be neither liquids, nor solutions, but suspensions. An example of a non-liquid non-ferrofluid is the dusty space plasma with the properties of a superparamagnetic liqiuid [110] ). Ferrofluid application in tracing / selfassembly of the charge or charge-coupled flows (magnetoelecrostatic jets [109] , etc) can be used in the models of self-organization under the membrane excitation of the ion channels based on the methods and principles of the ferroelectric physics [111] . Thus, it is possible to implement a higher integration level of the ion channel mimetics into the morphophysiological specialization of the biomodels using ferroelectric membranes and membranemimetic ferromagnetic structures, despite the fact that the mimicking medium does not possess the biochemical similarity and affinity to the biomembranes. In fact, this similarity ends at the level of the models which postulate the similarity between the ion transmembrane transport and the interfacial electron transport, which date back to the 1960-th [112] . However, the mimicking system in this case is more functional due to the presence of the physical analogs of the ion channels.
Therefore, similar functional similarity criteria can be applied for the analysis of the possibility to consider the graphene layers (particularly graphene bilayers) as the membrane mimetic materials and biomembrane models. This analysis will be presented in the next part of the paper considering the issues listed in the ansatz below.
ANSÄTZE
To perform the biomembrane mimetic functions graphene, as well as any other material, should possess: 1. Semipermeability, providing selective ion transport through the cell surface, and hence, the ionic channels/pores which are blocked by the heavy metals. at the membrane surface) and a periodic "capacity discharge". 3. The diffusion mechanism for the redox agents, such as water and gases in the simplest case of the passive transport, as well as the redox regulation of the osmotic liquid permeability; the cyclic exchange processes with the environment should cause the changes in the optical and electrophysical parameters of the chemical system surrounded by the membrane mimetic material. 4. Electrophysical activity, simulating or substituting the membrane potential generation as a dynamic process with a certain spectrum which can be considered as a signal transduction from the pseudomembrane and induces a number of physico-chemical processes; the above process (especially in the case of the above cited ferroelectric membrane models with the conformation regulation by the external field) should be accompanied by the surface oscillations or a synchronous variation of the parameters correlated with the locally registered charge, such as a harmonic channel response. 5. The ability to form closed surfaces providing compartmentalization and gradient separation of the reaction processes, including those responsible for the electrogenesis, as well as the ability to duplicate the surface after reaching the critical value of the surface tension (or the critical mass) of the compartmentalized medium, similar to the simplest models of cytotomy. 6. Sensing properties to the primary physical stimuli with an unconditioned response shifting the equilibrium due to the primary charge transfer, which does not depend on the chemical composition of the surrounding medium. 
